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BoJ’s negative rates: lessons for monetary policy    
   

● What are the implications of the Bank of Japan (BoJ) joining the European Central 
Bank and central banks of Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland to impose negative 
rates on new excess bank reserves? The BoJ’s negative rates are more a reflection of 
Japan’s poor policies and economic performance than a cure. They do not address 
Japan’s problems and have unintended negative side effects. This sends an 
important lesson to global monetary and economic policymakers. 

● The BoJ’s negative rates coupled with its ongoing massive Quantitative Qualitative 
Easing (QQE) will do little to lubricate Japan’s credit channels and boost 
commercial bank lending, and will have little impact on Japan’s domestic economy.   

● Japan’s malaise stems from factors beyond the control of the BoJ’s monetary policy:  
an array of economic, tax and regulatory policies that dampen household and 
business spending and expansion plans; additionally, the government’s failure to 
reform immigration policy or address its long-run demographic decline casts a 
grey cloud over future prospects. This lowers expected rates of return on 
investment and the natural rate of interest. 

● A critical lesson is that healthy sustainable growth cannot be achieved simply by 
turning on the monetary spigot and imposing negative interest rates while 
economic policies are constraining growth and distorting economic behaviour. The 
common perception that monetary and fiscal policy are interchangeable levers that 
may be adjusted to fine-tune the economy is simply wrong. 

● Not surprisingly, the BoJ’s move has lowered global bond yields, raised 
uncertainties and spiked market volatility. It also heightens concerns about global 
economic performance, particularly as China slows, and raises the potential for 
other central banks to pursue currency depreciation. China needs to devalue, but it 
would heighten global market worries. 

● The BoJ’s shift highlights the problems and limitations of excessive central bank 
activism. Central banks have extended their monetary policies far beyond their 
normal scopes in an attempt to stimulate growth and modest inflation. In the face 
of structural shifts and harmful economic, fiscal and regulatory policies, sustained 
excessive monetary ease will not achieve central bank objectives but will generate 
financial distortions and mounting risks. In part, this is what the negative mood in 
financial markets may be signalling. 

Japan’s economic malaise: The BoJ has maintained its zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) 
virtually consistently since the late-1990s and its quantitative easing virtually 
consistently since 2001. This turbo-charged monetary accommodation has failed to 
stimulate Japan’s economy. For 15 years, the economy has gone through ups and 
downs, but as shown in Chart 1, the level of nominal GDP in Japan is now lower than in 
2000 (real GDP has risen 10% cumulatively while the GDP deflator has fallen by a bit 
more). Consumer credit has followed a similar pattern (see Chart 2). Obviously, 
monetary policy is not the problem; rather there are other factors that are dampening 
economic activity, including demographic and labor force trends as well as misguided 
economic policies.   
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Chart 1:  Japan: gross domestic product 

 
Source: Cabinet Office of Japan/Haver Analytics 

 

Chart 2:  Japan: domestic bank lending - consumer credit 

 
Source: Cabinet Office of Japan/Haver Analytics 

Recent trends: fiscal restriction dominates monetary ease: Japan’s economy has struggled 
since it imposed its value-added tax (VAT) hike in spring 2014. Before then, the economy 
had rebounded and confidence was up. Prime Minister Abe’s explicit currency devaluation 
strategy beginning in the fall of 2012 boosted profits and the Nikkei. Rising confidence 
supported healthy economic momentum: strong increases in consumption and business 
investment generated 2.3% growth in real GDP through Q1 2014, way above estimates of 
potential.  

The economy abruptly reversed course when the VAT was increased from 5% to 8% in April 
2014, and it has not yet recovered (see Chart 3). The Abe Administration and BoJ had 
estimated that the VAT hike would suppress consumption for one quarter and then bounce 
back strongly. The negative responses to the tax increase were magnitudes larger than 
anticipated – real private consumption fell 17.8% annualized in Q2 2014, more than double 
its rise in anticipation of the tax hike and business gross investment followed a similar 
pattern – and they receded further in the second half of 2014. Real GDP rose in 2015, but 
remains well below its earlier level.   
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Chart 3:  Private real consumption and gross business capital formation 

 
Source: Haver Analytics 

The BoJ’s response: The BoJ instituted its super-charged QQE in October 2014, 
dramatically increasing the magnitude of its asset purchase program (Chart 4). This 
triggered another leg down in the yen (about 15% versus the US dollar) and a 32% surge in 
the Nikkei through mid-2015. But from November 2015 through January 2016, economic 
indicators were lackluster; the yen appreciated 5% (versus the US dollar and on a trade-
weighted basis) and concerns about the negative impact of China’s slowdown mounted. 

Chart 4:  Bank of Japan assets 

 
Source: Bank of Japan/Haver Analytics 

The BoJ responded with the announcement that it would impose negative interest rates, 
arguing that it would encourage bank lending, stimulate domestic demand and help to 
achieve the goal of 2% inflation. Importantly, BoJ Governor Kuroda stated that the BoJ may 
impose deeper negative rates if circumstances warrant it.   

Based on standard monetary economic analysis, imposing negative rates makes sense for 
Japan. Since the early 1990s, insufficient growth of domestic demand has resulted in bouts 
of deflation. Expectations of deflation – or at least expectations of continued economic 
malaise – have weighed heavily on Japan’s psyche – leading households to save rather than 
spend and leading businesses to dampen their expansion plans and hold cash instead.   

Prime Minister Abe’s strategy of currency devaluation, aggressive monetary stimulus and 
an array of economic reforms have all aimed at boosting confidence and stimulating 
growth. One key component of the strategy has been to generate 2% inflation and erase 
expectations of deflation. While the falling yen boosted corporate profits and the Nikkei, 
progress on lifting inflation to 2% and boosting wages has been disappointing. 
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Implementation of reforms has fallen short of the Abe Administration’s goals. Glaringly, 
the Administration has failed to address much needed immigration reform or tackle 
Japan’s demographic challenges. Meanwhile, it aims for another VAT hike, despite the 
crippling impact of the one in 2014. 

The current question is whether the BoJ’s negative rates – charging banks 10 basis points 
on new excess reserves lent back to the BoJ – will stimulate bank credit. The answer is, 
unlikely. Loan demand is weak, reflecting the general economic malaise (See Chart 2).  
Expected rates of return on investment are low, and BoJ Kuroda’s message that even deeper 
negative rates convey a negative outlook, drains confidence and may reduce loan demand 
at the same time the negative penalty rate encourages credit supply. Moreover, an array of 
banking regulations continues to constrain credit lending.   

Unintended consequences of excess reserves and negative rates: Japan’s government runs 
enormous budget deficits – in recent years averaging nearly 9% of GDP – largely to provide 
generous pensions to Japan’s massive retiree population. The BoJ effectively monetizes the 
deficits by purchasing government bonds (JGBs) on the secondary market in the amount 
nearly equal to the new government bonds issued. In doing so, the BoJ creates a massive 
amount of excess reserves at banks. Like in the US and Europe, large Japanese banks lend 
most of their excessive reserves back to the BoJ. The US Fed’s interest on excess reserves 
(IOER) policy currently pays banks 50 basis points interest on excess reserves while the 
European Central Bank, with its negative rate policy, charges banks 30 basis points. Under 
QE, this monetary treadmill doesn’t stop: new central bank asset purchases under QE 
create additional excess reserves. Commercial banks must decide what to do with them. 

Now that the BoJ charges 10 basis points for new excess reserves and the BoJ has signalled 
deeper negative rates, what alternatives do Japanese banks have? Amid weak loan demand, 
instead of lending mounting excess reserves to the BoJ, they may purchase JBGs – that is, 
directly lend money to the Japanese government. However, at this point in time, JGB yields 
are negative through 10-year maturities; yields on seven-year JGBs have collapsed to 
negative 19 basis points as markets anticipate that the BoJ will impose deeper negative 
rates. Yields of foreign securities are higher, but those investments require banks to hold 
capital against them.   

Thus, the BoJ’s negative rates have made large bank balance sheets a curse while doing 

very little to stimulate lending. (If allowed, unregulated profit-maximizing Japanese banks 
would respond by imposing deep negative yields on bank deposits – say, charge minus 50 
basis points – to force depositors to withdraw funds with the goal of shrinking bank assets 
and excess reserves). 

The curse of big balance sheets is certainly true for European banks that are generally 
undercapitalized as the ECB continues its QE and zero rate policies while forcing higher 
capital adequacy ratios. The thought of negative rates in the US, where there are over $2.5 
trillion in excess reserves and heavy regulatory burdens on bank lending, sends shudders 
through the banking industry and drives down expected rates of return. Fortunately, in 
both the US and Europe, this is having little if any impact on credit availability from banks.  
Nevertheless, the distortions imposed on the banking system are clear. 

Japan’s growth inhibitors: Can negative interest rates be expected to stimulate domestic 
demand? This is unlikely. Japan’s ongoing economic malaise has had little to do with 
monetary policy, reflecting instead the restraints imposed by an array of economic and 
regulatory policies. Financial and non-financial industries are over-regulated in ways that 
bottle up credit availability and reduce the flexibility and efficiency of business production 
processes. Very high corporate taxes combined with economic and labor regulations have 
pushed Japanese companies overseas. Fiscal policymakers address Japan’s daunting budget 
deficits and massive debt burden through tax increases rather than addressing some of the 
sources of high spending, and they dodge possible reforms that would address Japan’s 
declining population and labor force.   

In the face of these obstacles, the BoJ’s efforts have little effect. Monetary policy cannot 
offset structural trends or economic inhibiting factors. The Abe Administration is 
compounding the problem by gearing up for another VAT hike (from 8% to 10%) in April 
2017. When will they come to grips with the obvious: the mix of excess monetary stimulus 
and fiscal restriction coupled with burdensome economic and regulatory policies is 
counterproductive?   

There is a silver lining: Japan’s real per capita income is growing (as its population 
recedes) and is very high by global standards. Productivity gains are relatively high, as is 
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average household wealth. But Japan’s demographics are dismal, and its potential growth – 
estimated by the BoJ to be 0.5% – is the lowest among all advanced economies. So while 
Japan enjoys relatively high standards of living, it seems stuck as other nations move 
ahead.   

Market responses: bonds, stocks and currency: Sovereign bond yields have fallen sharply 
in response to the BoJ’s shift as global portfolio managers seek higher yields. US Treasury 
bond yields that provide relatively high yields have been particularly attractive.   

To date, the behaviour of currencies has been perplexing – the yen fell sharply on the BoJ’s 
announcement but has since strengthened, and the US dollar has fallen. Mirroring the yen, 
the Nikkei jumped and has fallen hard. The negative response to the BoJ’s policy shift is a 
stark wake-up call to global central banks. 

Looking forward, if the BoJ’s negative rates and JGB yields depreciate the yen as planned, 
terms of international trade may be unsettled and possibly lead other central banks to 
pursue currency devaluations. Central bankers have a general understanding that 
monetary policies aimed at achieving domestic objectives are acceptable while shifts that 
are explicitly geared toward depressing one’s own currency are not. But there is a grey area 
of interpretation, and it may be tested.   

The BoJ’s shift may put pressure on China to devalue its currency, which has appreciated 
significantly on a trade-weighted basis and has cut into China’s export-driven growth. A 
Chinese currency devaluation – even if it makes sense as a realignment of the currency to 
China’s fundamentals of declining exports and capital flight – would jar financial markets.  
The lack of credibility of Chinese officials, stemming from uncertainty about China’s 
official government economic data and the bungled effort by Chinese officials to prevent 
China’s stock market from falling last summer, adds uncertainty and accentuates market 
volatility. 

Lesson from the BoJ: Excessive reliance on monetary policy does not work: The BoJ is an 
old-hand at QE and zero interest rates, while other central banks, most notably the US 
Federal Reserve and European Central Bank, have joined in since the financial crisis. The 
BoJ’s shift to negative rates comes amid central bank monetary policy activism, 
highlighting the limitations of monetary policy and some of the costly, unintended 
consequences of monetary policy over-reach. Each nation and central bank faces different 
circumstances, but there are several common themes.   

Central banks have extended monetary policy beyond its normal scopes and capabilities.  
Their objectives – higher inflation, maximum employment, healthier economic 
performance – have been thwarted to varying degrees by an array of non-monetary 
factors, including economic and regulatory policies that gum up the financial 
intermediation process and damage economic performance.   

These factors and their effects on economic performance cannot be offset by monetary 
policy. Nevertheless, central banks have persisted with excessive monetary 
accommodation. Most central banks have a tendency toward activist policies that attempt 
to “manage” and “fine tune” their economies. This is validated by their standard 
macroeconomic models, which imply that as long as inflationary expectations are well-
anchored, keeping rates lower for longer stimulates economy activity. Their models deal 
inadequately with the burdens that regulatory polices place on credit channels or business 
decisions to hire or invest, the allocative effects of different kinds of government spending, 
or more recently the negative psychological impacts of negative interest rates. As a result, 
these models tend to over-estimate the impact of monetary policy and understate the 
distortions.    

Excessive fears of deflation: The US Fed and other central banks have a strong aversion to 
low inflation or any whiff of deflation, which has added to central bank activism. Their fear 
is that expectations of deflation may lead people to save rather than spend, generating a 
nasty downward spiral in aggregate demand. These concerns are overstated. The primary 
factors in the US and Europe that have lowered inflation below the 2% central bank targets 
are positive for their economies, and there is no evidence that the low inflation or any 
expectations of deflation is deterring spending. Central banks must remember that 
expectations of deeper negative rates – which was signalled by BoJ Governor Kuroda and 
suggested by the ECB’s enhanced QE and cut in rates in December 2015, may dampen loan 
demand while the central bank goal is to encourage supply of credit. 
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The unhealthy excessive reliance on monetary policy is encouraged by global economic 
policymakers, portfolio managers and the media. QE and zero and negative rates ease 
government debt service burdens – to welcome relief of fiscal policymakers.  Effectively, 
excessive monetary easing allows fiscal policymakers to maintain fiscal policies that are 
costly and unsustainable in the long run. For many others, a common refrain is “with fiscal 
policy tied up in knots (or dysfunctional), it’s necessary to rely more on the monetary policy 
lever”. Financial markets are always looking for a monetary boost. 

The problem is that monetary policy is not interchangeable with fiscal policy: Thinking 
through their different economic impacts, this seems obvious, but why is this simple point 
not heeded by policymakers and central banks? Japan’s combination of VAT hikes and BoJ 
turbo-ease illustrates the point. Tax increases imposed in the US in January 2013 provides 
another example. It is dangerous to think that a central bank, however well-intended, can 
adjust monetary policy in a way that offsets a shift in taxes that affects disposable personal 
income, or changes the composition of government spending between investment and 
income support.   

The same is true for regulatory policies. Beyond fiscal policy, the economic effects of the 
widening web of regulatory burdens are even murkier and more difficult to quantify. In the 
US, credit channels have been gummed up by some of the regulatory apparatus imposed on 
banks by Dodd-Frank – on bank leverage, capital adequacy as well as intense micro-
supervision by the Fed and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) – in ways that 
cannot be offset by lower interest rates or QE. Similarly, the US mortgage market has been 
constrained by regulations in ways that cannot be offset by monetary policies aimed at 
reducing the rate on conventional mortgages.  

A common refrain, particularly from the Fed, is that in the absence of sustained QE and 
zero rates, employment would be millions lower (and by inference, economic activity 
would be way lower). Certainly, the Fed’s alternative liquidity facilities and QEI in 2008-
2009 were invaluable in lifting the economy from financial crisis and deep recession.  
However, the stimulative impact of the Fed’s subsequent massive QE programs and 
forward guidance that contributed to low bond yields is questionable. The Fed’s case is 
based on its macroeconomic model that is lacking in certain ways, ignores any negatives 
stemming from its policies and has not been particularly reliable. The fact that nominal 
GDP has not accelerated above 4% in the last five years highlights the Fed’s ineffectiveness.      

A desired alternative: identify the sources of economic underperformance and address 

them with the appropriate policy tools: It is obvious that central banks monetary policy 
over-reach is unhealthy and must be reined in. But that is only part of the solution. What is 
necessary to achieve sustained stronger economic activity is to develop and implement 
pro-growth changes to economic and regulatory policies. Financial markets would reward 
such a favourable policy shift.  
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DisclaimerDisclaimerDisclaimerDisclaimer    
 
This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics department of Berenberg Capital Markets 
LLC (hereinafter also referred to as “BCM”). BCM has made any effort to carefully research and process all information. 
The information has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable such as, for example, Thomson Reuters, 
Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. However, we do not assume liability for the correctness and completeness 
of all information given. The provided information has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent 
auditing firm. We explicitly point to the stated date of preparation. The information given can become incorrect due to 
passage of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to 
indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or other 
statements on rates of return, capital gains or other accession are the personal opinion of the author and we do not 
assume liability for the realisation of these. 
This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute a financial analysis, investment advice or 
recommendation to buy financial instruments. It does not replace consulting regarding legal, tax or financial matters. 
This document is classified as objective for the purposes of FINRA rules. Please contact Berenberg Capital Markets LLC (+1 
617.292.8200), if you require additional information. 
 
Remarks regarding foreign investors 

The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by US law. The distribution of this document in other 
jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons, into whose possession this document comes, should inform 
themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. 
 
United Kingdom and EU 

This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private customers. It 
is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 
 
 

Copyright 
BCM reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be rewritten, copied, photocopied 
or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the BCM’s prior written consent. 
 
© July 2015 Berenberg Capital Markets LLC 
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